
Visualization of structured search information

Abstract
This project tries to create new features based on the 2Dsearch platform. 

The new tool is aiming to help users quickly understand the inner logic of the 
existing search strategy. The design workflow contains systematic research on 
different types of users and an agile design iteration process with building 
prototypes and multiple round usability testing. In the end, this study would 
discuss the limitation and the future development direction of the project.

(1) Errors in the search strategy

Firstly, most of the search strategy templates on the platform are subject to a 
small number of errors. Meanwhile, there are various types of errors in the 
search strategy, so the types of errors cannot be simply categorised and 
automatically fixed by simple algorithms.

(2) The use case for expert searchers

It is important for users to understand the logical structure of the search 
strategy. Because it gives the user the flexibility to modify the error during use 
and to change the search strategy according to the search topic.

The way people understand information visualisation is strongly related to the 
composition and the cognitive approach of the human brain. the vision of the 
human brain is pre-attentive due to the sophisticated neural network. This 
means the visual processes that take place before people pay attention to the 
things we see. 

Use the questionnaire to do quantitative research about the working habits of 
both expert searchers and students. Analysis of questionnaire results to create 
personas for different types of users.

(1) Proficiency in the concept of structured search.

(2) Have lots of experience using other’s query string.

(3) The main issue is the detailed problem and tech problem.

(1) Participants trying to change the query string in PLAYER.

(2) It would be better if the PLAYER can process part of the query string.

(3) The animation effect auto-generated by Figma can be improved.

(4) The coding view can be enhanced to display the logic structure better.

(1) The example query string need to have a bugs for participnt to debug.

(2) The coding view needs to changed with the 2D canvas.

(1) Block-based query string and one line query string need to be consider.

(2) Add proximity operators in 2Dsearch.

(1) Expert searchersuse DEBUGGER in their daily work. 

(2) Expert searchers only use PLAYER for limited situation.

(3) PLAYER can be extremely useful in the learning process for students who 
are training to be expert searchers. (New target user detected)

PLAYER: Designed to help users understand the logic of the query string. 

DEBUGGER: Designed to help users correcting errors from the query string.

(1) Have difficulty in building their search strategy.

(2) No high demand for understanding other’s search strategy.

(1) Coding view: Express the structure of the query string better.

(2) PLAYER: Show the generation animation of the query string.

(3) DEBUGGER: Help users to locate the content on the coding view.

(4) Different layout: Explore the information architecture.

(1) Add more detail and animation into the prototype.

(2) Make the testing environment more immersive.

(3) Cancel UXE student from the formal interview.

(1) Create some interface that can be use for testing.

(2) Check if the test environment is valid.

(1) Test if users can understand PLAYER and DEBUGGER without explanation. 

(2) Verify if debugger and player work in search experts working environment.

(3) Testing the layout for PLAYER and DEBUGGER.

(4) Correct the detail errors that influence the interface user experience.

(1) Solve the problem occur in Stage 2.

(2) Try to find out more problems.

(1) Coding view is helpful for understanding the search logic.

(2) Three different layout is worth testing in the formal test.

(1) Example query string: Save it in a online text editor.

(2) PLAYER & DEUBGGER: Add detail and interaction animation.

(1) New coding view: Bring the colour system into the coding view. Adapting 
block-based query string and one line query string.

(2) PLAYER: Adding a new feature for processing only part of the query string.

(3) DEBUGGER: Changing the IA and integrating the parser and message 
feature all in one DEBUGGER with console.

(1) Colour system enhance the visualization ability to deliver the logic structure

(2) Block-based query string is easy to understand

(3) New features for PLAYER and DEBUGGER is easy to understand

(4) The visualization for error can be more stand out

(1) Making connections between the text-based query string and 2D graphical 
visualization through coding view and animation.

(2) Achieve the requirement for different users by developing two new features.

(3) Conceptual interface design lays the foundation for further development.

(1) The process of animation generation in PLAYER needs to be explored more.

(2) The visualization of the Coding view in DEBUGGER still needs to consider 
more carefully, cause the prototype doesn't restore it text editor feature.

(3) Need to continue exploring how to categorise bugs in the DEBUGGER.

(4) The full potential of the 2Dsearch will not be developed if it doesn't try to 
focus on a wider audience. (e.g. general students who need to do searches)

This project is aiming to use different design methods to solve two questions. 
(1) Who do I design for? (2) What to design? The two questions are not 
independent, but their answer influences each other. This project requires 
finding a balance between two questions.

From the second-hand study. There is still a cognition gap between the text 
format query string and the 2D canvas image. The opportunities for this project 
is to help users fill in the gap. There are two ways to achieve the goal.

(1) Create new expressions for abstract search thinking. 

(2) Use the interface to construct connections for different expressions.

2Dsearch has already made a lot of progress in visualising the Boolean operator 
in query strings. It provides the Nested view, the Tree view, and the Inline view 
for the user to transfer the query string into a 2D graphical image. Three views 
use different kinds of methods to do the visualisation. After analysis it was 
found that Nested view had certain advantages in this project.

There is no static design approach prepared. In the contract, the design process 
would be dynamic cause this phase would focus on solving the problem that 
occurs in the prototype.
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(

“Aspergillus”[ MeSH ] OR

“Aspergillosis”[ MeSH ] OR

“Pulmonary Aspergillosis”[ MeSH ] OR

aspergill*[ tiab ]

(

invasive[ tiab ]

fungal[ tiab ]

)

) AND

(

(

“Serology”[ MeSH ] OR

“Serology”[ MeSH ] OR

(

serologye[ tiab ] OR

serodiagnosis[ tiab ] OR

serologic[ tiab ]

)

) OR

(

“Immunoassay”[ MeSH ] OR

immunosorbent[ tiab ]

) OR

(

Platelia[ tw ] OR

“Mannans”[ MeSH ] OR

galactomannan[ tw ]

)

)

(

immunoassay[ tiab ] OR

immuno assay[ tiab ] OR

immunoassays[ tiab ]

immuno assays[ tiab ]

) OR

(

ELISA[ tiab ] OR

ELISAs[ tiab ] OR

EIA[ tiab ] OR

EIAs[ tiab ]

) OR

) OR

(
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